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If rounding up your thoughts is like herding cats, try the relaxing, meditative art of origami.
Specially designed folding sheets give your sculptural projects an added touch of class, and the
80-page instruction book offers detailed diagrams to make sure you don't miss a crease. The
Siamese, Maine Coon, and Scottish Fold are some of the popular feline varieties included in this
kit, and each model is introduced with information about the breed. These kitties will be the cat's
meow in your collection!

About the AuthorRoman Diaz has been practicing origami for nearly 20 years. During this time
he has become a well-known origami designer worldwide and has been invited as special guest
and lecturer to origami conventions in Spain, France, Argentina, Italy, Germany, Colombia, Chile,
Canada, Brazil, England, USA, and Japan. Roman is a veterinary surgeon working with dogs
and cats and pursues his passion for paper folding as a part-time origami artist in his hometown
of Montevideo, Uruguay.
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CATORIGAMIBy Román DíazIllustrated by Marcio NoguchiText about cats by Mary
PackardThunder Bay PressAn imprint of the Printers Row Publishing Group10350 Barnes
Canyon Road, Suite 100San Diego, CA 92121Copyright © 2016 Thunder Bay PressAll rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright
law.Printers Row Publishing Group is a division of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.The
Thunder Bay Press name and logo are trademarks of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.All
notations of errors or omissions should be addressed to Thunder Bay Press, Editorial
Department, at the above address. All other correspondence (author inquiries, permissions)
concerning the content of this book should be addressed to The Book Shop, Ltd.New York, New
York 10010.Developed by The Book Shop, Ltd.Models designed and folded by Román
DíazDiagrams by Marcio NoguchiBox, book, and origami papers designed by Eleanor
KweiEdited by Masao DonahueCat information by Mary PackardPhotography of origami models
by Andrew WernerPhoto Credits: iStock 6, 12, 18, 24, 32, 40, 56, 64, 74; Shutterstock: 40;
Adobe Stock: 48.(Note: all page numbers correspond to the printed book.)Publisher: Peter
NortonPublishing Team: Lori Asbury, Ana Parker, Laura VignaleEditorial Team: JoAnn Padgett,
Melinda Allman, Traci DouglasProduction Team: Jonathan Lopes, Rusty von DyleBook Edition:
July 2016CONTENTSSymbolsBasic Folds and BasesRagdollScottish FoldAmerican
WirehairMunchkinAbyssinianJavaneseJapanese BobtailSiameseSphynxMaine
CoonSYMBOLSEdgeExisting creaseValley foldMountain foldFold in frontFold behindFold and
unfoldHidden linesRotateSink / Squash / PushView from hereTurn overRepeat steps on this
sideMagnifyDetailed view to followPleatCrimpReference pointEqual parts referenceOrientation
referenceLayer referenceBASIC FOLDSAND BASESPreliminary BaseWaterbomb BaseBlintz
BaseKite Base/FoldBird BaseFish BasePleat FoldPetal FoldSquash FoldRabbit-ear FoldInside
Reverse FoldOutside Reverse FoldCrimp FoldSwivel FoldOpen Sink FoldClosed Sink
FoldSpread Squash FoldRAGDOLLSoft and cuddly, Ragdoll is the perfect name for this
collapsible cat that seems as if its bones might just be made of jelly. Pick one up and it will go
limp in your arms because these felines actually enjoy being held. Large and muscular, it is
second in size only to the Maine Coon. A relatively new breed, they came about in the 1960s
when a California breeder decided to select for the following traits: large size; a fluffy, long coat;
Siamese-like points; bright blue eyes; and above all, a gentle, laid-back personality. There are
many variations when it comes to this breed’s coat color, but Ragdolls always display points in
one of the following accent colors: seal, chocolate, lilac, red, or cream.Ragdolls are often
referred to as “puppy cats,” for their canine-like tendency to follow their owners from room to
room. Although playful, they are not driven to explore every nook and cranny. Nor are they



jumpers or climbers, preferring to hang out on the same level as their owners. The word most
often used to describe this breed is docile. Cherished objects are safe around these very well-
behaved felines. This breed’s sweet, affectionate nature makes it the perfect companion for
every member of the family, two- and four-legged alike.Both Ragdolls follow the same set of
instructions. To fold the chocolate point, orient the paper as shown above, and proceed to step 1
on the following page.1Orient the paper as shown. Turn over.2Valley fold in half in each direction,
and unfold.3Valley fold, aligning edges to center crease, and unfold.4Valley fold, aligning edges
to center crease.5Valley fold, ensuring lower edges become perpendicular to vertical
crease.6Valley fold at angle bisectors.7Mountain fold small sections.8Valley fold between
corners, and unfold.9Valley fold, aligning edges to crease from previous step, and
unfold.10Valley fold, aligning crease between intersecting creases.11Swivel fold, by first valley
folding along long diagonal creases near the center, and squash fold to flatten.12Valley fold
along existing creases.13Valley fold between corners.14Mountain fold a small section.15Swivel
fold in a similar manner as step 11, leaving a small gap in the center.16Mountain fold small
sections, giving shape to the face.17Establish mountain creases on the back layer using existing
creases, and unfold.18Mountain fold using existing creases.19Mountain fold in half.20Squash
fold, pivoting from base of mountain crease from step 17.21Valley fold at angle bisector, and
unfold.22Reverse fold using creases from previous step.23Raise flaps on both sides of the
model.24Tuck flaps into pockets on both sides.25Shift the back layer and flatten, broadening the
tail.26Push the middle edge, rounding the base.27Push the stomach, giving it some
dimension.28Push the top of the head, giving shape to the ears.29Valley fold, further shaping
the ears.30Mountain fold both layers at once, locking them together, giving shape to the back of
the neck.31Valley fold, curling the tail.The completed RagdollSCOTTISH FOLDThe Scottish
Fold owes its origin to a single Scottish barn cat named Susie, and to a shepherd named William
Ross, who was enchanted by her strange, folded ears. Susie belonged to Ross’s neighbors, so
when she produced a litter, Ross decided to adopt one of her kittens. With the help of a
geneticist, who determined that the folded ears were a natural spontaneous mutation, and not a
defect, Ross felt free to develop his new breed, crossing the cats with other farm cats and British
shorthairs. Subsequent American breeders crossed them with Persians, so that today, Folds are
also available with long-haired coats and in almost every color combination.Scottish Folds are
prized for their soft, rounded, “teddy bear” looks. Their adorable faces feature big round eyes,
chubby cheeks, and of course those signature ears that fold forward and lie flat on the head.
Folds are a quiet breed with tiny, barely audible meows and sweet personalities to go with their
baby faces. They are known to favor a “Buddha position,” sitting up on their haunches and
resting their paws on their bellies. Though affectionate, they are not clingy, and prefer to sit
beside their people rather than on their laps.Both Scottish Folds follow the same set of
instructions. To fold the orange cat, orient the paper as shown above, and proceed to step 1 on
the following page.CATORIGAMIBy Román DíazIllustrated by Marcio NoguchiText about cats by
Mary PackardCATORIGAMIBy Román DíazIllustrated by Marcio NoguchiText about cats by



Mary PackardThunder Bay PressAn imprint of the Printers Row Publishing Group10350 Barnes
Canyon Road, Suite 100San Diego, CA 92121Copyright © 2016 Thunder Bay PressAll rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright
law.Printers Row Publishing Group is a division of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.The
Thunder Bay Press name and logo are trademarks of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.All
notations of errors or omissions should be addressed to Thunder Bay Press, Editorial
Department, at the above address. All other correspondence (author inquiries, permissions)
concerning the content of this book should be addressed to The Book Shop, Ltd.New York, New
York 10010.Developed by The Book Shop, Ltd.Models designed and folded by Román
DíazDiagrams by Marcio NoguchiBox, book, and origami papers designed by Eleanor
KweiEdited by Masao DonahueCat information by Mary PackardPhotography of origami models
by Andrew WernerPhoto Credits: iStock 6, 12, 18, 24, 32, 40, 56, 64, 74; Shutterstock: 40;
Adobe Stock: 48.(Note: all page numbers correspond to the printed book.)Publisher: Peter
NortonPublishing Team: Lori Asbury, Ana Parker, Laura VignaleEditorial Team: JoAnn Padgett,
Melinda Allman, Traci DouglasProduction Team: Jonathan Lopes, Rusty von DyleBook Edition:
July 2016Thunder Bay PressAn imprint of the Printers Row Publishing Group10350 Barnes
Canyon Road, Suite 100San Diego, CA 92121Thunder Bay PressAn imprint of the Printers Row
Publishing Group10350 Barnes Canyon Road, Suite 100San Diego, CA 92121Thunder Bay
PressAn imprint of the Printers Row Publishing Group10350 Barnes Canyon Road, Suite
100San Diego, CA 92121Copyright © 2016 Thunder Bay PressAll rights reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.Printers Row
Publishing Group is a division of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.The Thunder Bay Press
name and logo are trademarks of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC.All notations of errors or
omissions should be addressed to Thunder Bay Press, Editorial Department, at the above
address. All other correspondence (author inquiries, permissions) concerning the content of this
book should be addressed to The Book Shop, Ltd.New York, New York 10010.Developed by
The Book Shop, Ltd.Models designed and folded by Román DíazDiagrams by Marcio
NoguchiBox, book, and origami papers designed by Eleanor KweiEdited by Masao DonahueCat
information by Mary PackardPhotography of origami models by Andrew WernerPhoto Credits:
iStock 6, 12, 18, 24, 32, 40, 56, 64, 74; Shutterstock: 40; Adobe Stock: 48.(Note: all page
numbers correspond to the printed book.)Publisher: Peter NortonPublishing Team: Lori Asbury,
Ana Parker, Laura VignaleEditorial Team: JoAnn Padgett, Melinda Allman, Traci
DouglasProduction Team: Jonathan Lopes, Rusty von DyleISBN-13: 978-1-62686-620-1eBook



Edition: July 2016CONTENTSSymbolsBasic Folds and BasesRagdollScottish FoldAmerican
WirehairMunchkinAbyssinianJavaneseJapanese BobtailSiameseSphynxMaine
CoonCONTENTSSymbolsBasic Folds and BasesRagdollScottish FoldAmerican
WirehairMunchkinAbyssinianJavaneseJapanese BobtailSiameseSphynxMaine
CoonSYMBOLSEdgeExisting creaseValley foldMountain foldFold in frontFold behindFold and
unfoldHidden linesRotateSink / Squash / PushView from hereTurn overRepeat steps on this
sideMagnifyDetailed view to followPleatCrimpReference pointEqual parts referenceOrientation
referenceLayer referenceSYMBOLSEdgeExisting creaseValley foldMountain foldFold in
frontFold behindFold and unfoldHidden linesRotateSink / Squash / PushView from hereTurn
overRepeat steps on this sideMagnifyDetailed view to followPleatCrimpReference pointEqual
parts referenceOrientation referenceLayer referenceEdgeExisting creaseValley foldMountain
foldFold in frontFold behindFold and unfoldHidden linesRotateSink / Squash / PushView from
hereTurn overRepeat steps on this sideMagnifyDetailed view to followPleatCrimpReference
pointEqual parts referenceOrientation referenceLayer referenceEdgeEdgeExisting
creaseExisting creaseValley foldValley foldMountain foldMountain foldFold in frontFold in
frontFold behindFold behindFold and unfoldFold and unfoldHidden linesHidden
linesRotateRotateSink / Squash / PushSink / Squash / PushView from hereView from hereTurn
overTurn overRepeat steps on this sideRepeat steps on this sideMagnifyMagnifyDetailed view
to followDetailed view to followPleatPleatCrimpCrimpReference pointReference pointEqual
parts referenceEqual parts referenceOrientation referenceOrientation referenceLayer
referenceLayer referenceBASIC FOLDSAND BASESPreliminary BaseWaterbomb BaseBlintz
BaseKite Base/FoldBird BaseFish BasePleat FoldPetal FoldSquash FoldRabbit-ear FoldInside
Reverse FoldOutside Reverse FoldCrimp FoldSwivel FoldOpen Sink FoldClosed Sink
FoldSpread Squash FoldBASIC FOLDSAND BASESPreliminary BaseWaterbomb BaseBlintz
BaseKite Base/FoldBird BaseFish BasePleat FoldPetal FoldSquash FoldRabbit-ear FoldInside
Reverse FoldOutside Reverse FoldCrimp FoldSwivel FoldOpen Sink FoldClosed Sink
FoldSpread Squash FoldBASIC FOLDSAND BASESPreliminary BaseWaterbomb BaseBlintz
BaseKite Base/FoldBird BaseFish BasePleat FoldPetal FoldSquash FoldRabbit-ear FoldInside
Reverse FoldOutside Reverse FoldCrimp FoldSwivel FoldOpen Sink FoldClosed Sink
FoldSpread Squash FoldPreliminary BaseWaterbomb BaseBlintz BaseKite Base/FoldBird
BaseFish BasePleat FoldPetal FoldSquash FoldRabbit-ear FoldInside Reverse FoldOutside
Reverse FoldCrimp FoldSwivel FoldOpen Sink FoldClosed Sink FoldSpread Squash
FoldPreliminary BaseWaterbomb BaseBlintz BaseKite Base/FoldBird BaseFish BasePleat
FoldPetal FoldSquash FoldRabbit-ear FoldInside Reverse FoldOutside Reverse FoldCrimp
FoldSwivel FoldOpen Sink FoldClosed Sink FoldSpread Squash FoldRAGDOLLSoft and cuddly,
Ragdoll is the perfect name for this collapsible cat that seems as if its bones might just be made
of jelly. Pick one up and it will go limp in your arms because these felines actually enjoy being
held. Large and muscular, it is second in size only to the Maine Coon. A relatively new breed,
they came about in the 1960s when a California breeder decided to select for the following traits:



large size; a fluffy, long coat; Siamese-like points; bright blue eyes; and above all, a gentle, laid-
back personality. There are many variations when it comes to this breed’s coat color, but
Ragdolls always display points in one of the following accent colors: seal, chocolate, lilac, red, or
cream.Ragdolls are often referred to as “puppy cats,” for their canine-like tendency to follow their
owners from room to room. Although playful, they are not driven to explore every nook and
cranny. Nor are they jumpers or climbers, preferring to hang out on the same level as their
owners. The word most often used to describe this breed is docile. Cherished objects are safe
around these very well-behaved felines. This breed’s sweet, affectionate nature makes it the
perfect companion for every member of the family, two- and four-legged alike.Both Ragdolls
follow the same set of instructions. To fold the chocolate point, orient the paper as shown above,
and proceed to step 1 on the following page.1Orient the paper as shown. Turn over.2Valley fold
in half in each direction, and unfold.3Valley fold, aligning edges to center crease, and
unfold.4Valley fold, aligning edges to center crease.5Valley fold, ensuring lower edges become
perpendicular to vertical crease.6Valley fold at angle bisectors.7Mountain fold small
sections.8Valley fold between corners, and unfold.9Valley fold, aligning edges to crease from
previous step, and unfold.10Valley fold, aligning crease between intersecting creases.11Swivel
fold, by first valley folding along long diagonal creases near the center, and squash fold to
flatten.12Valley fold along existing creases.13Valley fold between corners.14Mountain fold a
small section.15Swivel fold in a similar manner as step 11, leaving a small gap in the
center.16Mountain fold small sections, giving shape to the face.17Establish mountain creases
on the back layer using existing creases, and unfold.18Mountain fold using existing
creases.19Mountain fold in half.20Squash fold, pivoting from base of mountain crease from step
17.21Valley fold at angle bisector, and unfold.22Reverse fold using creases from previous
step.23Raise flaps on both sides of the model.24Tuck flaps into pockets on both sides.25Shift
the back layer and flatten, broadening the tail.26Push the middle edge, rounding the
base.27Push the stomach, giving it some dimension.28Push the top of the head, giving shape
to the ears.29Valley fold, further shaping the ears.30Mountain fold both layers at once, locking
them together, giving shape to the back of the neck.31Valley fold, curling the tail.The completed
RagdollRAGDOLLSoft and cuddly, Ragdoll is the perfect name for this collapsible cat that
seems as if its bones might just be made of jelly. Pick one up and it will go limp in your arms
because these felines actually enjoy being held. Large and muscular, it is second in size only to
the Maine Coon. A relatively new breed, they came about in the 1960s when a California
breeder decided to select for the following traits: large size; a fluffy, long coat; Siamese-like
points; bright blue eyes; and above all, a gentle, laid-back personality. There are many variations
when it comes to this breed’s coat color, but Ragdolls always display points in one of the
following accent colors: seal, chocolate, lilac, red, or cream.Ragdolls are often referred to as
“puppy cats,” for their canine-like tendency to follow their owners from room to room. Although
playful, they are not driven to explore every nook and cranny. Nor are they jumpers or climbers,
preferring to hang out on the same level as their owners. The word most often used to describe



this breed is docile. Cherished objects are safe around these very well-behaved felines. This
breed’s sweet, affectionate nature makes it the perfect companion for every member of the
family, two- and four-legged alike.Both Ragdolls follow the same set of instructions. To fold the
chocolate point, orient the paper as shown above, and proceed to step 1 on the following
page.1Orient the paper as shown. Turn over.2Valley fold in half in each direction, and
unfold.3Valley fold, aligning edges to center crease, and unfold.4Valley fold, aligning edges to
center crease.5Valley fold, ensuring lower edges become perpendicular to vertical
crease.6Valley fold at angle bisectors.7Mountain fold small sections.8Valley fold between
corners, and unfold.9Valley fold, aligning edges to crease from previous step, and
unfold.10Valley fold, aligning crease between intersecting creases.11Swivel fold, by first valley
folding along long diagonal creases near the center, and squash fold to flatten.12Valley fold
along existing creases.13Valley fold between corners.14Mountain fold a small section.15Swivel
fold in a similar manner as step 11, leaving a small gap in the center.16Mountain fold small
sections, giving shape to the face.17Establish mountain creases on the back layer using existing
creases, and unfold.18Mountain fold using existing creases.19Mountain fold in half.20Squash
fold, pivoting from base of mountain crease from step 17.21Valley fold at angle bisector, and
unfold.22Reverse fold using creases from previous step.23Raise flaps on both sides of the
model.24Tuck flaps into pockets on both sides.25Shift the back layer and flatten, broadening the
tail.26Push the middle edge, rounding the base.27Push the stomach, giving it some
dimension.28Push the top of the head, giving shape to the ears.29Valley fold, further shaping
the ears.30Mountain fold both layers at once, locking them together, giving shape to the back of
the neck.31Valley fold, curling the tail.The completed RagdollSCOTTISH FOLDThe Scottish
Fold owes its origin to a single Scottish barn cat named Susie, and to a shepherd named William
Ross, who was enchanted by her strange, folded ears. Susie belonged to Ross’s neighbors, so
when she produced a litter, Ross decided to adopt one of her kittens. With the help of a
geneticist, who determined that the folded ears were a natural spontaneous mutation, and not a
defect, Ross felt free to develop his new breed, crossing the cats with other farm cats and British
shorthairs. Subsequent American breeders crossed them with Persians, so that today, Folds are
also available with long-haired coats and in almost every color combination.Scottish Folds are
prized for their soft, rounded, “teddy bear” looks. Their adorable faces feature big round eyes,
chubby cheeks, and of course those signature ears that fold forward and lie flat on the head.
Folds are a quiet breed with tiny, barely audible meows and sweet personalities to go with their
baby faces. They are known to favor a “Buddha position,” sitting up on their haunches and
resting their paws on their bellies. Though affectionate, they are not clingy, and prefer to sit
beside their people rather than on their laps.Both Scottish Folds follow the same set of
instructions. To fold the orange cat, orient the paper as shown above, and proceed to step 1 on
the following page.SCOTTISH FOLDThe Scottish Fold owes its origin to a single Scottish barn
cat named Susie, and to a shepherd named William Ross, who was enchanted by her strange,
folded ears. Susie belonged to Ross’s neighbors, so when she produced a litter, Ross decided



to adopt one of her kittens. With the help of a geneticist, who determined that the folded ears
were a natural spontaneous mutation, and not a defect, Ross felt free to develop his new breed,
crossing the cats with other farm cats and British shorthairs. Subsequent American breeders
crossed them with Persians, so that today, Folds are also available with long-haired coats and in
almost every color combination.Scottish Folds are prized for their soft, rounded, “teddy bear”
looks. Their adorable faces feature big round eyes, chubby cheeks, and of course those
signature ears that fold forward and lie flat on the head. Folds are a quiet breed with tiny, barely
audible meows and sweet personalities to go with their baby faces. They are known to favor a
“Buddha position,” sitting up on their haunches and resting their paws on their bellies. Though
affectionate, they are not clingy, and prefer to sit beside their people rather than on their
laps.Both Scottish Folds follow the same set of instructions. To fold the orange cat, orient the
paper as shown above, and proceed to step 1 on the following page.
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Ally J, “Beautiful, Intermediate Models. I am a cat lover and really like Roman Diaz's designs.
This is a beautiful boxed set including special paper. I purchased this for myself but it would
make a great gift for an origami enthusiast.The models are intermediate level and challenging. I
usually practice on a larger sheet.The paper that came with it is a little thick for the complexity of
some of the cats.The Siamese cat on the left is made from 7" origami paper. The one on the
right is made from the paper included.”

Ebook Library Reader, “For fans of cats and origami. This is a very nicely packaged set. The box
holds the book on one side and paper on the other.It is very nice quality and I really like the fur
patterns. The diagrams are not beginner! I've been doing origami for several years and these are
a bit advance but very clear. This is a great book for cat lovers.”

catlady, “Beautiful cats, not for rank beginners.. it's a lovely book, with an actual made one in the
cover! But I am afraid that although I am crafty, they look really hard for a beginner. Instructions
look like they assume you know what they are talking about. But it is a really neat book and
inspiration.”

C J Elliott, “Excellent. Excellent”

Jamie, “The instructions were easy and I love that it came with paper. What a hit for my nieces
birthday. I already have requests for one from my nephew. The instructions were easy and I love
that it came with paper.”

B. Spencer, “Merry Christmas!. I ordered this book for my granddaughter who loves origami . . .
and cats.  The combination of the two is especially delightful.”

C. J. Smith, “Great find. .. I gave this to my daughter-in-law and granddaughter who are both cat
lovers and very creative with their hands.  It was a perfect gift!”

vashta, “Love this.. A great kit to make up.”

Anke, “Sehr originell. Das Buch ist originell durch das eingearbeitete Sichtfenster mit der
vorgefertigten Katze. Die Faltanleitungen sind sehr gut für geschickte Origamikünstler ab etwa
12 bis 99 Jahre geeignet.”

viet phung, “correct item, average speed in delivery. Nicely illustrated and carefully explained
how to fold. Good looking origamis.”



Michelle E. J. Knowles, “Lovely book.. Cute cats to make out of paper.”

The book by Roman Diaz has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 35 people have provided feedback.
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